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Shall Not Be Infringed 

Greeley, PA:  For many American gun owners, the statement “from my cold, dead hands” sums up their 
senAment about the Right to Keep and Bear Arms.  It is an essenAal part of our freedom.  Auto-
Ordnance’s “Cold Dead Hands 1911” boldly issues that statement, in American made steel. This latest 
patrioAc commemoraAve pistol, warns all tyrants to tread on American liberty at their peril.  The 
talented arAsts with Outlaw Ordnance added their touch to this custom firearm, making it a strong 
illustraAon of support for the Second Amendment.  The Cold Dead Hands 1911 features a coiled serpent 
and skull engraved on its aluminum grips, with the statement “Pry it From My Cold Dead Hands”.  “Shall 
not be infringed” is engraved on the leV side of the slide, and “76” is circled with thirteen stars on the 
right.  The Cold Dead Hands 1911 starts as an Auto-Ordnance Stainless a 5” Auto-Ordnance Stainless 
1911, chambered in .45 ACP.  Its slide and frame are stainless steel, with TruGlo® night sights, full length 
guide rod, high sweep beavertail, skeletonized trigger, checkered front strap, serrated and ported slide, 
with a match grade barrel.  The finish is a custom Cerakote mix of Light Sand and Plum Brown, 
completed with a weathered effect.  It is made enArely in the United States. One seven round magazine 
is included. 

The Kahr Family 

Kahr Arms revoluAonized the handgun market in 1994 with the introducAon of the K9, the first mass 
producAon subcompact 9mm pistol.  Kahr went on to develop a diverse family of compact pistols in 
9mm, .45 ACP, .40 S&W, and .380 ACP calibers.  Since that Ame the brand has broadened the Kahr 
Firearms Group family to include Magnum Research, legendary maker of the Desert Eagle, BFR, MR1911, 
and SwitchBolt rifle; and Auto-Ordnance, maker of the all-American Tommy Gun, M1 Carbine, and 1911.  
The Kahr Firearms Group family delivers excepAonal quality across a diverse range of products.  Kahr 
Firearms Group has a dedicated team of professionals making the best firearms available to the 
American Shooter! 
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http://www.kahr.com
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Instagram.com/MagnumResearchInc.  
hips://www.youtube.com/KahrFirearmsGroup 

Build the Gun of Your Dreams 
www.magnumresearchcustoms.com 
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